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Magnetic second-harmonic generation of an
antiferromagnetic film
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Second-harmonic generation of an antiferromagnetic film in Voigt geometry is calculated and analyzed. This
calculation is carried out with an assumption of weak nonlinearity in a two-sublattice antiferromagnetic sys
tem. Second-harmonic waves are analyzed by the conventional approach of ordinary nonlinear optics.
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where

with the inverse

In Section 3 the propagation of linear and SH waves in an
antiferromagnetic medium (AFM) is described for two
cases: phase mismatching and phase matching. The so
lutions for transmission T and reflection R oflinear waves
and for transmission T and reflection R of SH waves
through the film are given in Section 4. In Section 5, the
results of the calculations in Sections 3 and 4, together
with their implications, are shown graphically by use of
FeF2 parameters. Finally, a brief conclusion is given in
Section 6.
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2. MODELING
'Ib determine a suitable model for the observation of SH
effects, we review here the nonvanishing susceptibility
tensor elements. Previous calculations have determined
the independent nonvanishing linear and nonlinear ele
ments up to SH effects in a circular polarization system
(pnz): Xpp, Xnn' Xppz, Xnnz' and Xzpn' The complete
mathematical expressions of these elements are given in
Appendix A. These tensor elements can be transformed
into a Cartesian system (xyz) by use ofthe following defi
nitions:

e 1. INTRODUCTION
The simplest nonlinear response in a physical system
that has been subjected to incident electromagnetic radia
tion is second-harmonic generation (SHG) in the weak
nonlinear regime.1 This weak nonlinear approach is
usually used in the study of nonlinear effects in
dielectrics,I,2 and it has been extended to magnetic
systems.3- 7 This approach offers a simpler way to study
various nonlinear effects, especially SHG and optical rec
tification in magnetic systems and intensity-dependent
third-order effects such as multistability and soliton
propagation in magnetic films.5,6

A previous calculation revealed that among various
types of magnetic system the simplest two-sublattice an
tiferromagnet is a weak nonlinear system.4 The antifer
romagnets that are well described by the two-sublattice
model are FeF2 and MnF2.8 With the weak nonlinearity
in these antiferromagnetic systems we can use the con
ventional methods of nonlinear optics to analyze antifer
romagnetic nonlinear responses. With this assumption,

.. the sublattice magnetization is expanded in power series

.. of the incident dynamic magnetic fields, h:

mi = Xijhj + Xijkhjhk + Xijklhjhkhl + ... . (1)

Based on Eq. (1) and the Landau-Lifshitz torque equa
tions of motion for magnetization,9 the complete linear
and nonlinear susceptibility tensors up to third-order ef
fects for a single-frequency incident field were calculated
and analyzed.4 Parts of the nonvanishing tensor ele
ments and their applications have been calculated and
analyzed by Almeida and Mills5 and by Vukovich et al.6

These are intensity-dependent third-order tensor ele
ments that cause bistable and multistable transmission
through antiferromagnetic films in the presence of ap
plied static magnetic fields.

In this paper the most fundamental nonlinear effect,
SHG through an antiferromagnetic film, is calculated and
analyzed based on second-harmonic tensor elements cal
culated previously.4 In Section 2 a way to determine the
appropriate geometry from the nonvanishing tensor ele
ments for observation of second harmonic (SH) waves
generated through an antiferromagnetic film is described.
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Fig. 1. Antiferromagnetic film in Faraday geometry.
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3. PROPAGATION OF LINEAR AND
SECOND-HARMONIC WAVES IN VOIGT
GEOMETRY
In the previous calculations4 all the linear and nonlinear _
susceptibility tensor elements up to third-order effects for.
a two-sublattice AFM system were derived based on inter
actions with polarizations and frequencies of the incident
radiation. In actual applications and calculations of non
linear effects such as SHG and bistability, not all the ele
ments correspond to these effects. The way in which the
model is constructed, such as by Voigt configurations, and
the direction of incident radiation will determine which
elements should be taken into account as a result of the
transverse nature of electromagnetic waves.

In Voigt geometry, for an x-polarized incident rf mag
netic field the wave equations derived from Maxwell's
equations and the appropriate constitutive relations are

a2H xo(Y)
----;:,.-- + k V

2H xo(Y) = 0ay2

for linear waves and

Fig. 2. Antiferromagnetic film in Voigt geometry.

fields the nonvanishing SH tensor elements are Xzxx and
Xzyy only, the transverse SH waves that are generated
will be z polarized and will propagate in the x-y plane. _

For Voigt geometry the configuration of the film and of ,.,
the incident rffield is as given in Fig. 2. For plane waves
incident in the y direction and with x polarization only,
the tensor elements that correspond to SHG are the same
as in the Faraday geometry: Xzxx and Xzyy • We can ob
serve linear transmission T and reflection R for low inten-
sity of1. For a sufficiently intense rf field in 1, transmis-
sion T and reflection n of z-polarized SH waves through
the film can be observed as well. Therefore the transmis-
sion and reflection of SH waves through an antiferromag
netic film can best be seen in an antiferromagnetic film in
the Voigt geometry configuration, as in Fig. 2. Based on
this conclusion, detailed calculations and analyses ofSHG
effects through an antiferromagnetic film are given in the
following sections.
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J

Xxx = Xyy = 112(Xpp + Xnn),

Xxy = -Xyx = 1I2/i(Xpp - Xnn),

Xzxx = Xzyy = 1l2Xznp'

Xxxz = Xyyz = 112(Xppz + Xnnz),

Xxyz = -Xyxz = (il2)(xppz - Xnnz),

Medium 2
(AFM)

Medium 3

Here the subscripts land k refer to (xyz) and the sub
scripts () and 8refer to (pnz). For calculation of SHG it is
convenient to transform the tensor components from the
(pnz) to the (xyz) framework:

Xij = TiaTjPXaP' (6)

Xijk = TiaTjpTkyXapy, (7)

where subscripts in roman type refer to (xyz) and those in
greek to (pnz), and T is the complex rotation matrix de
fined in Eq. (5). The nonvanishing linear and SHG com
ponents in the (xyz) framework are

From these nonvanishing elements we can determine the
configuration of the antiferromagnetic samples for the
generation of SH waves effectively. The simplest method
for doing so is to cause a rf field to be incident normally
upon a film and to analyze the transmission and reflection
through the film. For this purpose there are two possible
configurations for magnetic systems: Faraday geometry
and Voigt geometry. For Faraday geometry the configu
ration of the film and of the incident rf field is as shown in
Fig.!.

For plane waves incident in the -z direction and with
polarization in the x-y plane we can observe linear trans
mission T and reflection R for low intensity of 1. For a
sufficiently intense rf field in 1 we can observe bistable
and multistable transmission through the film with the
same frequency as 1 and third-harmonic waves caused by
nonvanishing third-harmonie-generation tensor
elements.4,5 However, no transverse SH waves can be
seen to be transmitted and reflected through the film.
Because for the x- and y-polarized waves in the incident rf

Mediuml
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mathematical details of Eqs. (13)-(22) and definitions of
the terms are given in Appendix B.

4. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION OF
LINEAR AND SECOND-HARMONIC
WAVES
Applying the antiferromagnetic film boundary conditions
to the tangential H and E fields in Section 3 as shown in
the schematic diagram of Fig. 2, i.e., the continuity of
these rf fields across the film boundaries, yields the coef
ficients for the transmitted and reflected anIplitudes:

for SH waves. Here kv and kz represent the magnitudes
of linear and SH propagation vectors, respectively, and f
is a function of linear and SH susceptibility elements and
corresponds to the generation of SH waves. The math
ematical derivations are outlined in Appendix B. Equa
tion (13) is a homogeneous linear second-order differen
tial equation for Hxo(y), and Eq. (14) is an
inhomogeneous linear second-order differential equation
for H zoe y) with a source in terms ofH ;x;o( y). The results
in Eqs. (13) and (14) were obtained by a weak nonlinear
ity approach and without the slowly varying envelope ap
proximation. In the calculation it was assumed that
there is no depletion of the input waves. Based on Eq.
(13) the general solutions for the linear waves, H;x;(Y, t)
and Ez(Y, t), are r = a + b - p,

(23)

(24)

Hx(Y, t) = Ih[a exp(ikvY) + b exp(-ikvY)] where

(27)

(28)

T = (a~ + f3~ -1 + cPhr)n-t,

p = a + f3 + 4>hl,

where

2q1(qV - qa)8 2p
b=-----------------".

(q1 + qv)(qv + qa) + (q1 - qv)(qv - qa)8 2

(26)

for linear waves. Details of the derivations and defini
tions of the terms in this section are given in Appendix C.

For SH waves the coefficients for the transmitted and
the reflected anIplitudes are, respectively,

(17)

(15)

1 kv
Ez(Y, t) = - --[a exp(ikvY) - b exp( -ikvY)]

2 €o€w

X exp( -iwt) + c.c.,

X exp( -iwt) + c.c. (16)

From Eq. (14), the general solutions for SH waves
H/y, t) and Ex(Y, t) are

HzCy, t) = lh[aexp(ikzY) + f3exp(-ikzY)

+ f1 exp(i6') + f2 exp( -i6')

+ fa]exp( -int) + c.c.,

for phase mismatch (k z =1= 2kv = ~) and

HzCy, t) = Ih[(a + yd1)exp(i6') + (f3 + yd2)

X exp( -i6') + da]exp( -iOt) + c.c., (20)

1 1
ExCy, t) = - --[(-a~ + id1 - gyd 1)exp(i6')

2 €o€O

+ (f31; + id2 + 6'd2)

2abf
fa=};2

z
(19)

(32)

(31)

-(711 + 'T/z)(cPer + 'T/a4>hJJ - (713 - 'T/z)(4)el - 'T/1cPhl)~

(711 + 'T/z)( 'T/z + 'T/a)~ -1 - (711 - 'T/z)( 'T/a - 'T/a)~
(30)

In this case, cPij = Uij for phase mismatching and 4>ij
= Vij for phase matching. The explicit expressions for
U ij and Vij and the derivations for Eqs. (27)-(30) are
given in Appendix D.

Calculations of Poynting's vector in each medium show
that the transmission and reflection coefficients through
the antiferromagnetic film are

€1 Itl2

T = €slpI2'

Irl 2

R = Ipl2

a

f3

('T/z + 'T/a)(cPel - 'T/14>w)~-1 + (711 - 'T/z)(cPer + 'T/acPhr)

(711 + 'T/z)( 'T/z + 'T/a)~ -1 - (711 - 'T/z)( 'T/a - 'T/z)~
(29)

(22)

(21)

(18)

2abf
da =-

1;2

fb 2

f2 = (k
z

2 - e)'

X exp( -il;y)]exp( -int) + c.c.,

- ft~exp(i6') + f2~exp(-i6')]

x exp( -int) + c.c.,

fa 2

f1 = (k
z

2 - e) ,

where

where

for phase matching (k z = 2kv = g). The terms a, band
a, f3 are the superposition coefficients for the homoge
neous solutions of Eqs. (13) and (14), respectively, and are
determined by the appropriate boundary conditions. The

for linear waves and

(33)
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for SH waves, where 101 and lOa are the dielectric constants
for media 1 and 3, respectively, that sandwich the antifer
romagnetic film. The coefficient for the amplitude of in
put waves is p, and Ip 12 is directly proportional to input
power I p , where

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The transmission and reflection coefficients in Section 4,
Eqs. (31)-(34), have been shown graphically by use of the
parameters of FeF2 , which is a simple two-sublattice an
tiferromagnet. These parameters are 10 = 5.5 for the di
electric constant, y/fJ-o = 1.05 cm-1 T-1 for the gyromag
netic ratio, fJ-oHE = 53.3 T for the exchange field, J1-0H A
= 19.7 T for the anisotropy field, fJ-OM0 = 0.056 T for the
sublattice magnetization, and J1-oH0 for the applied static
field. In the calculations the chosen damping parameter4

is TJ = 5 X 10-4
• The linear and SH transmission and

reflection coefficients are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 versus
frequency sweep with various fixed values of thickness
and applied static fields. Figure 5 shows the linear and
SH transmission and reflection coefficients versus thick
ness for J1-oH0 = 3 T and input frequency W = 55 cm-1.
The input intensity that produced the results in Figs. 3-5
is I p = 1.6 X 1015 W m-2• If the far infrared is focused
to a 0.5-mm2 beam, the strength of field H is approxi
mately 18 G and is currently achievable.5

From Fig. 3, linear transmission and reflection show
clearly that there are two antiferromagnetic resonances
for x-polarized input waves in the presence of static ap
plied magnetic field J1-oH 0. This is expected from the
mathematical expressions for the linear susceptibility of
x-polarized waves, Xxx, as given in Eq. (8), because
x-polarized waves are superpositions of two circularly po
larized waves, and the resonances for these two circular
waves are split in a nonzero applied static field, as im
plied by the susceptibility elements of these circular
waves, Xpp and Xnn , in Appendix A. From Appendix A it
can be seen that the resonance for a p-circular wave will
occur at frequency wp = WR - Wo, whereas the resonance
for an n-circular wave will occur at W n = WR + Wo, where
WR is the resonance frequency for the antiferromagnet
and Wo = yH0is the frequency shift that is due to applied
static field fJ-oH0. For FeF2 , wR = 52.4 cm-1, and for 3
and 6 T of the applied static field the gap between the p
resonance and the n resonance, wg = 2 Wo, will be 6.3 and
12.6 cm-\ as shown clearly in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) and
Figs. 3(b) and 3(d), respectively. The dips at resonance
for both transmission and reflection curves are due to the
strong antiferromagnetic absorption at the resonance fre
quencies, whereas the peaks and troughs away from reso
nance are due to the dimensional resonance that depends
on wave vector k v and on the film thickness L.

The SH transmission and reflection are -2 orders
weaker than the linear transmission and reflection, and T
and n are significant only in the vicinities of antiferro-

(34)

(35)

magnetic resonances. From the curves shown in Figs. 4
and 5 and the model shown schematically in Fig. 2, it is
obvious that the peaks and troughs of the SH transmis
sion reflection curves not only are due to the antiferro
magnetic and dimensional resonance but also are affected
by the input resonance (standing waves in the films that
generate T) and the output resonance (standing waves in
the films that generate R) of the linear waves. With all
these resonance enhancements, the signals shown in T
and n would not be regular peaks and troughs similarly
to linear transmission and reflection but somehow irregu
lar, especially in the vicinities of the antiferromagnetic
resonances. These enhancements are shown clearly in
Figs. 4 and 5(b), which compare the existence ofTand n
peaks to that of the peaks of linear transmission in Figs. 3
and 5(a).

In the usual nonlinear optics, SHG signals are signifi-
cant when phase-matching occurs. In terms of the meth
odology described this paper, linear susceptibilities Xxx
and Xxy are complex quantities, whereas Xzz = O. k z is
proportional to "jl + Xzz, and therefore it is real, whereas _
k v depends on Xxx and Xxy and basically is a complex.
quantity. The condition for phase matching is that k z
= 2kv . Therefore there is no chance to achieve phase
matching for the AFM films. In particular, the input
waves have frequencies in the vicinity oflinear AFM reso
nances for which the imaginary parts of Xxx and Xxy are
significant. The peaks and troughs in T and n can be de
scribed as the pseudo-phase matching that occurs when
one or more of the resonance enhancements described
above occurs. Another important property of SH trans
mission and reflection is that T and n have no phase dif
ference if they are compared to linear transmission and
reflection with a ?T!2 phase difference. The reason for
this is that the SH output, T and n, has no input from the
medium at the left of an antiferromagnetic film, as for the
linear case. The only difference between T and n is in
terms of magnitudes: Tis greater than n because the in-
put resonance that affects T directly is stronger than the
output resonance.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The main results of this paper have been the calculation
and formulation of terms that describe the generation of
SH waves through an antiferromagnetic film based en
tirely on the magnetic response of an antiferromagnet
rather than on magneto-optical effects based electrical re
sponses that are affected by the existence of
magnetization.9•10 The calculations here have made use
of the conventional approach in which, for weak nonlin
earity, only 1-2% of the input intensity is converted to SH
waves and therefore the assumption ofno depletion of the
input waves has been used to simplify the calculation.
However, the approach that has been used here varies
slightly from the usual formulation in nonlinear optics in
that we have neglected the slowly varying envelope
approximation.11

The approach that was used here may facilitate using
such methods as the conventional nonlinear optics ap
proach to study and characterize nonlinear effects and
their applications in magnetic systems. The results
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Fig. 3. Linear transmission T (solid curves) and reflection R (dashed curves) for two thicknesses L and two applied static magnetic fields
/-LoBo versus frequency sweep w (in inverse centimeters). (a) L = 0.5 mm, /-LoBo = 3.0 T; (b) L = 0.5 mm, /-LoBo = 6.0 T; (c) L
= 1.0 mm, /-LoH0 = 3.0 T; (d) L = 1.0 mm, /-LoBo = 6.01'.
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Fig. 4. SH transmission T(solid curves) and reflection n (dashed curves) for two thicknesses L and two applied static magnetic fields
/-LoBo versus frequency sweep D/2 (in inverse centimeters). (a) L = 0.5 mm, /-LoHo = 3.0 T; (b) L = 0.5 mm, /-LoBo = 6.0 T; (c) L
= 1.0 mm, /-LoHo = 3.0 T; (d) L = 1.0 mm, /-LoBo = 6.0 T.
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(A6)

(A7)

(A5)

(All)

+ (1 + iTJ)wv]}wm ,

X~n = rIn{(I + TJ2)WE + (1 + iTJ)

X [w - (1 - iTJ)wd}wm ,

Xnn = rIn[-2wmWA(I + TJ2) + i2TJwwm],

1
Xzpn = 2)(1 + iTJ)Y(X;p - X~n)

+ (1 - iTJ)Y(X;p - X~n) + (i2TJ/Mo)

X (WAX;pX~n - wvX;pX~n)]'

Xnnz = lhyr2n[2w(X~n + X~n) + (WE + iTJ2w)

X (X~n - X~n) + (1 + TJ2)(w.BX~n - waX~n)]'

(A10)

rin = [w2 - 2wwo + (wo 2 - wR2)(1 + TJ2)

+ i2TJw(WE + WA)]-l. (A8)

The SH p, n, and z elements are

Xppz = lhyr 2p[-2w(x;p + xffp) + (WE + iTJ2w)

X (xffp - X;p) + (1 + TJ2)(wpX;p - waX:p)], e
(A9)

rIp = [w2 + 2wwo + (wo 2 - wR2)(I + TJ2)

+ i2TJw(WE + WA)]-I. (A4)

The linear elements n are

X~n = rln{(1 + TJ2)WE - (1 - iTJ)[w

where
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Fig. 5. Transmission (solid curves) and reflection (dashed
curves) for (a) linear waves and (b) SH waves versus thickness
with input frequency w = 55.0 cm- l and applied static magnetic
field JLoHo = 3.0 T.

shown in Sections 3-5 were expected from the approaches
that were used and may be extrapolated to more
sophisticated cases such as the generation of SH waves
with the depletion of input waves, and the systems may
be extended to include magnetic superlattices.

APPENDIX A. INDEPENDENT
NONVANISHING LINEAR AND SECOND
HARMONIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
ELEMENTS IN A (p, n, z) SYSTEM

The complete mathematical expressions for the indepen
dent nonvanishing linear and nonlinear elements up to
SH effects in a circular polarization system (p, n, z) are
given. The linear p elements are

X;p = rIp{(l + TJ2)WE + (1 + iTJ)[w - (1

- iTJ)wv]}wm , Wv = y(HE + H A - HoL

(AI)

where

r2p = [4w2 + 4wwo + (wo2 - wR2)(1 + TJ2)

+ i4TJw(WE + WA)]-I, (A12)

r2n = [4w2 - 4wwo + (wo2 - wR2)(I + TJ2)

+ i4TJw(WE + WA)]-I, (A13)

where WE = yHE , wA = yHA , Wm = yMo , Wo = yHo, e
Wa = yHa , and WR = (2WAWE + WA 2)m. HE is the ex
change field, H A is the anisotropy field, and y
= -gILBlLo is the gyromagnetic ratio. The complete
nonvanishing elements are obtained by use of intrinsic
permutation symmetry.

APPENDIX B. CALCULATIONS OF LINEAR
AND SECOND-HARMONIC WAVES IN
VOIGT GEOMETRY
We consider Maxwell's equations in nonconducting mag
netic materials:

X;p = rIp{(l + TJ2)WE - (1 - iTJ)[w + (1

+ iTJ)wA]}wm , WA = y(HE + H A + HoL

(A2)

Xpp = rIp[-2wmwA(I + TJ2) + i2TJwwm], (A3)

where

aB
VxE=-- (B1)

at '

aD
VXH= at' (B2)

v B= 0, (B3)
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At first sight, we may conclude that the effective linear
susceptibility elements are Xxx and Xyx only. However,
the induced rf magnetization that is due to Xyx is y polar
ized and will always counterinduce a y-polarized rf mag
netic field in the film:

For an antiferromagnetic material such as FeF2 , E = 1
+ Xe is a constant with respect to the applied static mag
netic field and the frequency range of interest (the far in
frared).

For an x-polarized wave with single frequency w inci
dent in the y direction as shown in Fig. 2,

v . D= 0,

D = Eo(E + P) = EOEE,

B = J.Lo(H + M).

Hx(Y, t) = lhHxo(y)exp(-iwt) + C.c.

(B4)

(B5)

(B6)

(B7)

From the third Maxwell equation, V . B = 0, the mag
netic induction is tranverse to the direction of propaga
tion. 'Ib satisfy this condition B/1)(y, t) must be equal
to zero, or

Hyo(Y) + XyxHxo(Y) + XyyHyo(Y) = O. (BI6)

From Eqs. (8), (9), and (BI6), the conclusion is that
H/1l(y, t) propagates collinearly with Hx(l)(y, t):

where J.Lxx = J.Lyy = 1 + Xxx and J.Lxy = - J.Lyx = Xxy'
Substituting Eq. (BI7) into Eqs. (BI2) and (BI4) yields

Bx(l)(y, t) = lhJ.LoJ.LvHxo(y)exp( -iwt) + c.C.,
(BI8)

B/2l(y, t) = lhJ.Lo[Hzo(Y) - fHxo(y)Hxo(Y)]

x exp( -iOt) + c.c.. (BI9)

(BI0)

Hy(Y, t) = lhHyo(y)exp( -iwt) + c.c., (B8)

so the transverse nature of the electromagnetic waves,
i.e., Eqs. (Bl)-(B4), is conserved in the antiferromagnetic
film. Therefore the effective linear and SH susceptibility
elements are Xxx, Xxy, Xyx, Xyy , Xzxx' and Xzyy' The in
duced linear magnetizations are

MX(l)(y, t) = lh[Xx,:Hxo(Y) + XxyHyo(Y)]

x exp( -iwt) + c.c., (B9)

M/1)(y, t) = lh[XyxHxo(Y) + XyyHyo(Y)]

X exp( -iwt) + C.C.,

and the induced SH magnetization is

M z(2)(y, t) = lhK2",(2)[XzxxHxo(y)Hxo(y)

+ XzyyHyo(y)Hyo(y)]exp(-iOt) + c.C.,

(Bll)e where U = 2w. From Eq. (B6), the corresponding linear
and SH magnetic inductions are

where

(B20)

f = -K2",(2l[1 + (J.Lxy/J.Lxx)2]Xzxx. (B21)

'Ib derive linear and SH wave propagation in Voigt ge
ometry, let us take the curl of Eq. (B2). Using the iden
tity of vector products, Eqs. (Bl) and (B5), yields

a2B
V(V . H) - (V . V)H = -EOE at2 • (B22)

By use of Eqs. (B7) and (B8), relation (BI5), and Eqs.
(BI6)-(B21), Eq. (B22) can be split into two wave equa
tions, for x-polarized and z-polarized rf magnetic fields:

a2H xo(Y)
----;;2:-- + k V

2H xo(Y) = 0, (B23)
ay

a2H zo(Y)
ay2 + k z

2H zo(Y) = rHxo(y)Hxo(Y),

(B24)

B/1l(y, t) = lhJ.Lo[Hxo(Y) + XxxHxo(Y)

+ XxyHyo(y)]exp( -iwt) + c.c.,

B/1)(y, t) = lhJ.Lo[Hyo(y) + XYXHxo(Y)

+ XyyHyo(y)]exp( -iwt) + c.C.,

(BI2)

respectively, where

K V
2 = W2EoJ.LoEJ.LV,

k z
2 = U2EoJ.LoE,

(B25)

(B26)

(B27)

For waves propagating along the y direction the magnetic
film is extended infinitely in the xz plane:

B/2l(y, t) = lhJ.Lo[Hzo(Y) + K2}2lXzxxHxo(y)Hxo(Y)

+ K2}2)XZyyHyo(y)Hyo(Y)]

x exp( -iUt) + c.c. (BI4)

a
V~,(\

Jay'
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(BI3)

(BI5)

The general solution for x-polarized wave equation (B23)
is

Hxo(Y) = a exp(ikvY) + b exp( -ikvY), (B28)

where a and b are to be determined with the boundary
conditions of the film. The complete expression with
time dependence is

Hx(Y, t) = lhHxo(y)exp( -iwt) + C.c.

= lh[a exp(ikvY) + b exp( -ikvY)]

x exp( -iwt) + C.c. (B29)
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where g = 2k y • The homogeneous solution for Eq. (B33)
is

From Eq. (B2), the rf electric fields are related to the rf
magnetic field as

(B39)

2abf
da = --2-'

g

- flgexp(i{Y) + f2g exp(-i{y)]

X exp( -iOt) + C.c.

(B41)

and, with time dependence,

I 1
E%(y, t) = -~[-akzexp(ikzY) + f3kz exp(-ikzY)

2 EOEU

HAy, t) = Ih[(a + ydl)exp(i{y) + (13 + yd 2 )

X exp( -i{y) + da]exp( -iOt) + C.c.

(B43)

Again, the E field related to Hz(Y, t) is given by Eq.
(B31):

The general solutions for Eq. (B33) have the forms

Hzo(Y) = a exp(i{y) + 13 exp( -igy)

+ ydIexp(i{y) + yd 2 exp(-i{y) + d a,

(B42)

where

For kz = g (phase matching) the particular solution for
Eq. (B33) is

Hzop(Y) = ydIexp(i{y) + yd2exp(-i{y) + d a,
(B40)

Therefore

(B33)

(B31)

(B30)

+ 2ab],

I ky
Ez(Y, t) = - --[a exp(ikvY)

2 EOEW

- b exp( -ikvY)]exp( -iwt) + C.c.

(B32)

Equations (B28), (B29), and (B32) allow the waves to
propagate in both positive and negative directions, i.e., in
a film.

Equation (B24) is a linear, inhomogeneous second
order differential equation for Hzo(Y). It has a source
term that depends on the solution ofH%o(y) in Eq. (B28).
The complete SH wave equation for the z-polarized rf
magnetic field is

a2H zo(Y)
----;;~ + kz

2H zo(Y) = f[a 2 exp(i{y) + b2 exp( -i{y)ay2

aEz aH%
EOE----at = -ai'

aE% aHz
EOE-= -.

at ay

Therefore the corresponding linear rf electric field related
to H%o(y, t) is

The general solutions for Eq. (B33) have the form

Hzo(Y) = aexp(ikzY) + f3exp(- ikzY) + fIexp(i{y)

+ f2 exp( -i{y) + fa, (B37)

and, with the inclusion of time dependence,

Hz(Y, t) = Ih[aexp(ikzY) + f3exp(-ikzY) + fIexp(i{y)

+ f2 exp( -i{y) + fa]exp( -iOt) + C.c.

(B38)

The E field related to Hz(y, t) is given by Eq. (B31):

aE% aHz
EOE- =-.

at ay

H zOh( y) = a exp(ikz y) + 13 exp( -ikz y), (B34)

where a and 13 are determined with appropriate boundary
conditions. The particular solution for Eq. (B33) depends
on the condition k z *- g (phase mismatch) or kz = g
(phase matching).

For k z *- g (phase mismatch), the particular solution
for Eq. (B33) is

Hzop(Y) = flexp(i{y) + f2exP(-i{y) + fa, (B35)

H% = Ih[pexp(iklY) + rexp(-iklY)]exp(-iwt) + c.c.,
(CI)

(C2)

(B44)X exp( -iOt) + C.c.

+ c.c.,

APPENDIX C. LINEAR AMPLITUDE
TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION OF AN
ANTIFERROMAGNETIC FILM IN
VOIGT GEOMETRY
'Ib calculate n and Tfor the SHG of an antiferromagnetic
film we have to solve the coefficients of a linear wave
equation, a and b, in the :film and use the results for for
mation of a SHG wave. For a magnetic :film in Voigt ge
ometry, a schematic diagram simplified from Fig. 2 for the
linear wave is shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, p, r, and t rep
resent the amplitude coefficients for incident, reflection,
and transmission angles, respectively.

From Appendix B, the dynamic magnetic and electric
fields in medium I are

I I
ExCy, t) = - --[( -ag + id l - {ydl)exp(i{y)

2 EOEO

+ (f3g+ id2 + gyd2)exp(-igy)]

I k l
E z = - --[p exp(iklY) - r exp( -iklY)]exp( -iwt)

2 EOEIW

2abf
fa = -2-'

kz
(B36)

fb 2

f2 = (k
z

2 - e)'
fa 2

fl = (k
z

2 - e)'

where
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APPENDIX D. SECOND-HARMONIC
AMPLITUDE TRANSMISSION AND
REFLECTION OF AN
ANTIFERROMAGNETIC FILM IN VOIGT
GEOMETRY

p
)

y=o

a
)

y=L

SH transmission and reflection depend on amplitude co
efficients a and b calculated in Appendix C. A schematic
diagram of the SH wave is shown in Fig. 7. The dynamic
magnetic and electric fields in medium 1 are

Hz = Ihp exp( -i1iLY)exp( -illt) + c.c., (DI)

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram for transmission and reflection oflin
ear waves.

I li l
Ex = - --p exp( -iliLY)exp( -illt) + c.c., (D2)

2 EOE10

(C3)

The dynamic magnetic and electric fields in medium 2 are

H x = Ih[a exp(ikvY) + b exp( -ikvY)]exp( -iwt) + c.c.,

(C4)

(D3)

For phase mismatch, k z '* 2ky = g, the dynamic mag
netic and electric fields in medium 2 are

1 k y
E z = - --[a exp(ikvY) - b exp( -ikvY)]exp( -iwt)

2 EOEW

Hz = Ih[aexp(ikzY) + (3exp(- ikzY) + flexp(igy)

+ f2 exp( -i gy) + fa]exp( -iOt) + C.C., (D4)

The dynamic magnetic and electric fields in medium 3 are

H x = Ih[texp(ikaY) + Oexp(-ikaY)]exp(-iwt) + C.c.
(C6)

(D6)

(D5)+ c.c.

+ da]exp( -iOt) + C.c.,

I 1
Ex = - -.-[( -a~ + id l - gyd1)exp(igy) + ({3~

2 EO EO

+ id2 + gyd2)exp( -igy)]exp( -iOt) + c.c.

(D7)

However, for phase matching, k z = 2k y = ~, the dynamic
magnetic and electric fields in medium 2 are

I 1
Ex = - --[ -akz exp(ikzY) + (3k z exp( -ikzY)

2 EOEO

- flgexp(igy) + f 2gexp(-igy)]exp(-illt)

(C7)

(C8)

(C5)

+ c.c.,

+ C.c.

P + r = a + b, (C9)

ql(P - r) = qy(a - b), (CIO)

1 ka
E z = - --[t exp(ikaY) - 0 exp( -ikaY)]exp( -iwt)

2 EoEaW

From electromagnetic theory, the tangential components
for the magnetic and the electric fields are conserved
across the boundary. Therefore the amplitude coeffi
cients for the three media are related as

a8 + b8-1 = t8,

qy(ao - b8-1) = qat8,

(Cll)

(C12)

The dynamic magnetic and electric fields in medium 3 are

where 0 = exp(ikyL), 8 = exp(ikaL), qy = kylE, and qi
= k i / Ei' Coefficients a, b, r, and t can be solved in terms
ofP, Ei, and k i . The solutions for these coefficients are

2ql(qy + qa)P
a = ----------------7

(ql + qy)(qy + qa) + (ql - qy)(qy - qa)o2'
(CI3)

a :>

y=Ly=O

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram for transmission and reflection ofSll
waves.(CI6)

r = a + b - P,

2ql(qy - qa)8 2p
b = --------------_::_

(ql + qy)(qy + qa) + (ql - qy)(qy - qa)82'
(CI4)

(CI5)
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Hz = IhTexp(iJisY)exp( -iOt) + c.c., (D8) (D25)

1 Jia _
Ex = ---- Texp(iksY)exp( -int) + c.c., (D9)

2 fofaO

k a
2 = 02foJ-Lofa. (DlO)

Applying boundary conditions yields

p = a + /3 + cPhl> (Dll)

'TJIP = -a'TJz + /3'TJz + cPel>
(Dl2)

ail + f3il- 1 + cPhr = TIl, (Dl3)

-a'TJzil + f3'TJzil-1 + cPer = -'TJaTIl, (Dl4)

where il = exp(ikJ.,), 0 = exp(igL), II = exp(iRaL), 'TJl

= k1 ff1, 'TJa = Raffa, 'TJz = kzff, and 'TJv = gff.
The solutions for a, /3, T, and pare

(D26)
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where cPij = U ij for phase mismatching and cPij = Vij for
phase matching. The explicit expressions for Uij and Vij
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